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Managing Director, Kenny Shaw

As I mentioned earlier, I have been in the egg industry

for many years (32, in fact) and this year will be the final

one, having handed over to the new

Managing Director of Lohmann GB, Kenny Shaw.

It has been a fantastic industry to be part of and the

continuous development and innovation is an example

to any industry. I think also it is important to recognise

the tremendous work that is done by the BEIC in

promoting eggs and they must be given credit for

much of the acceptance of eggs by consumers and the

success in developing eggs within the UK.

David Scott

Another year and despite the rather wet winter and gloomy spring, the outlook for the egg market looks

sunny. Consumption continues on a steady upward trend, the health benefits of eggs are widely reported

and the recent confirmation from the FSA that runny eggs are safe for everyone confirms eggs as one of the

“superfoods” in the UK. For example http://www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews/39680/olympic-gymnast-

champions-eggsmyway-campaign/

The downside in the market is that despite eggs being a fantastic protein source, retailers still use them,

along with bread, milk and to some extent chicken, as the low priced staples to pull customers into their

stores. As ever, this makes cost of production vital in the egg sector.

Lohmann Tierzucht continue to work on characteristics which have real value to producers – longer laying

cycles, disease resistance, behaviour, while continuing to maintain the best shell quality of any breed in the

market. Cumulative seconds figures of 5-6% are being seen – and that from flocks which have been run to 80

weeks and beyond. The impact of longer laying cycles combined with low levels of downgrades in reducing

the cost of production is huge and helps producers using Lohmann birds to be the most efficient in a

competitive market.

One advantage (?) of having been in the industry for a long time is that I have seen amazing changes in the

productivity of layers in the UK. In the early part of my career, a producer was doing a good job if they got

240 eggs/HH from a flock. Now 320 is seen as a minimum expectation to 72 weeks with a lower bodyweight

and no significant increase in feed intake. Kilo for kilo, comparing the modern layer to the average person,

these birds process huge amounts of food and water on a daily basis to produce over 12 times their own

bodyweight in eggs over their lifetime. We all have a duty to our livestock to make that as simple as possible

for them. Key areas in this are i) supplying a feed which meets all their nutritional requirements and ii)

ensuring a good supply on non-digestible fibre (4.5-5.0%) in layer diets. Robert Pottgueter, head Nutritionist

at Lohmann Tierzucht has long stressed the importance of fibre for gut health and efficient utilisation of feed

and whether supplied in the feed or as a supplement, all producers who have increased fibre to the

recommended levels have seen big benefits in retaining feather cover, bird behaviour and reduced feed

consumption. Fibre is a really relevant subject for modern layers and Lohmann GB’s Technical Managers will

always be happy to provide you with information.

As ever in the egg market there are a range of uncertainties going forward, from the future of colony, beak

trimming, environmental legislation and, of course, the annual concern over outbreaks of AI throughout Europe

but as ever I have no doubt the industry will change and adapt to meet the challenges as is has always done in

the past.
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With the modern day Lohmann Layer producing more eggs than ever before and the increasing

requirement for Longer Laying Cycles; it is important to understand the inputs required to meet the demand

for output.

To understand this better we have summarised the inputs and outputs compared to a human.

Understanding the requirements of the Modern Day Lohmann Brown 

Layer – What if a Layer was a Human!!

Weighs 1900g 70kg (11st) 

Needs to Eat/day 120g 5.0kg = 11 x 

Needs to Drink/day 220ml 8.1L  = 14.5 x

Outputs/Production:

1900g

Over 52w Produces 

318 Eggs

= 21kg Egg

8 Stone (51kg)

Producing: 

8lb (3.6kg) Baby

EVERY 6 WEEKS!!!

Inputs/Consumption:

on Stand 260      


